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Abstract

Policymakers often intervene in markets to protect domestic producers against for-

eign competitors. Two such interventions are import tariffs and production subsidies,

both of which are, in general, costly. In this paper, we study the relative magnitudes

of these costs in the context of the Indian utility-scale solar sector. The Indian gov-

ernment, in recent years, has relied on both import tariffs and production subsidies

to support the domestic solar module manufacturing industry. Using a structural

model of the solar panel/module industry and its downstream counterpart – the so-

lar power plant industry, we quantify the short-run costs of expanding the size and

share of domestic solar module manufacturing using tariffs and subsidies. We find

small net costs associated with production subsidies and much larger costs associated

with import tariffs. Specifically, in our main counterfactual, we find that expanding

domestic output using just import tariffs reduces welfare by 46% relative to baseline,

while doing so using just production subsidies reduces welfare by less than 1%.
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1 Introduction

Throughout history, economies have sought to protect domestic producers against for-
eign competitors. This protection may be in the form of import bans, import quotas, and
import tariffs which restrict the supply of foreign goods. It could also be in the form
of subsidies to domestic firms for capital investments, R&D, and production which help
increase the supply of domestic goods. Regardless of their nature, these protectionist in-
terventions are, in general, costly. Import restrictions may harm consumers of imported
goods while subsidies to domestic firms require large upfront outlays. The objective of
this paper is to measure and compare the welfare costs associated with two popular in-
terventions – import tariffs and production subsidies.

There are many reasons why policymakers might intervene to protect domestic pro-
ducers. The most popular theoretical justification is the infant-industry argument – that
there exist external economies of scale or cross-industry spillovers which may be realized
through the growth of the protected industry (see Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2006; Bartelme
et al., 2019). Reasons such as supply-chain fragility, recently highlighted by the COVID-
19 pandemic, might also motivate policymakers to undertake efforts to onshore certain
sectors of the economy and reduce reliance on foreign producers. Finally, a variety of
political and strategic motives might also induce countries to favor domestic producers
over foreign competitors (see Grossman and Helpman, 1994).

When it comes to promoting the growth of the domestic sector, standard economic
models favor subsidies over tariffs (see Bhagwati and Ramaswami, 1963). From a poli-
cymaker’s perspective, domestic production has a positive externality that is not inter-
nalized by the firms. A production subsidy directly targets this externality and helps
expand production (see Melitz, 2005). On the other hand, import tariffs directly harm
downstream industries and consumers, while only indirectly benefiting domestic pro-
ducers. As such, larger costs must be borne by the economy if import tariffs are used to
increase domestic production. Yet, import tariffs remain a very popular policy instrument
for industrial protection. Even the WTO implicitly favors import tariffs over production
subsidies (see Potipiti and Suwanprasert, 2019).

In this paper, with the help of a structural model of oligopolistic markets, we estimate
the short-run costs associated with import tariffs and production subsidies, and quantify
just how much worse tariffs are relative to subsidies. For tariffs, we compute the welfare
losses suffered by downstream industries and final consumers, whereas for subsidies,
we calculate the fiscal costs borne by the policymaker. At the same time, we net out any
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static benefits accorded to the direct beneficiaries, downstream industries and consumers,
as well as to the government in the form of tariff revenues. When computing the costs
of these two interventions, we take as given the objective of the policymaker to expand
the domestic industry, and then compare the costs of achieving this goal using tariffs and
subsidies.

We evaluate these interventions in the context of the Indian utility-scale solar sector.
Over the past decade, the utility-scale solar sector in India has undergone a massive ex-
pansion1 (see Figure 1a). The final output of this sector is solar power that is fed into
transmission grids that supply electricity to agricultural, industrial, and residential con-
sumers. The sector is comprised of an upstream industry that supplies solar modules
(or panels) and a downstream industry that develops solar power plants which generate
electricity for end use. The expansion in the utility-scale solar sector has largely been
fueled by imported solar modules. As such, the share of domestic manufacturers in the
upstream sector has remained at very low levels (see Figure 5).

In recent years, the Indian government has taken two important steps to support the
domestic module manufacturing industry. First, starting August 2018, the government
introduced a safeguard duty of 25% on solar cells and modules imported from China and
Malaysia. From April 2022 onwards, this was converted into a basic customs duty of 40%
on all imports of solar cells and modules. Second, in November 2020, the government
introduced a production-linked incentive (PLI) scheme, which is essentially a per-unit
subsidy on the production of solar modules2. Both policies are aimed at supporting the
domestic solar module industry but the underlying motivation for engaging in these pro-
tectionist measures is unclear. That is, it is unclear whether the policies are in place to take
advantage of cross-industry spillovers, for increasing manufacturing jobs, or for strategic
reasons such as energy independence. As such, in this paper, we take the government’s
explicit objective of expanding domestic production at face value, and then calculate and
compare the costs of achieving this objective using tariffs and subsidies.

The structure of the utility-scale solar sector in India makes it an attractive setting to
study the relative costs of tariffs and subsidies. Solar panels produced by the upstream
industry are primarily consumed in utility-scale solar projects3. Furthermore, the output

1Installed capacity at the end of 2020 was 35 gigawatts compared to under 200 megawatts in 2010, which
corresponds to a compound annual growth rate of approximately 70%.

2The subsidy to the solar sector under the PLI scheme is part of a broader push to provide production
linked subsidies to a wide variety of manufacturing industries. As of 2022, subsidies totaling over $26
billion have been announced.

3Given the small total size of the rooftop solar industry in India, we ignore any welfare losses experi-
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Figure 1: Indian solar capacity and global solar module prices

(a) Cumulative installed solar capacity (b) Solar module price per watt

Notes. In the left panel, we plot the sum total of the capacities of all commissioned solar plants upto a given
year as recorded in the projects database of our data provider, Bridge to India. In the right panel, we show
the monthly average spot prices of multi crystalline silicon modules, expressed in price per watt. These
values are obtained from the Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) Solar Spot Price Index.

of the downstream industry, solar power, is largely purchased by government-run power
distribution companies. Thus, in our setting, we have a simple vertical structure which
makes it straightforward to calculate all downstream welfare costs associated with poli-
cies affecting the upstream industry of solar panels. This is in contrast with other empir-
ical settings where one might have to trace through a network of downstream industries
to estimate total costs.

Our empirical approach involves specifying and estimating a structural model of the
upstream and the downstream industries. We treat solar panels as homogeneous goods
and model the upstream market as a Cournot oligopoly. Using observed market shares
and estimated demand elasticities, we recover marginal costs of domestic and foreign
module suppliers implied by the Cournot model. The downstream industry is organized
as a multi-unit discriminatory price auction. These are procurement auctions run by gov-
ernment agencies to award long-run power purchase agreements to solar plant devel-
opers who build and operate solar plants. We use auction-level bid data to estimate an
auction model which delivers the private costs of developing these solar plants. The auc-
tion model also allows us to estimate counterfactual winning bids, i.e. the price that the
government agencies must pay to purchase solar power under different policy regimes.

With structural parameters in hand, we conduct our main counterfactual exercises. In
our baseline regime of no intervention, we assume that downstream government agencies

enced by rooftop solar projects. Instead, we treat utility-scale solar as the sole downstream consumer of
solar panels in India.
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wish to auction off 1 gigawatt (GW) of solar capacity in a single auction. We simulate auc-
tion play and compute the equilibrium of the upstream and downstream markets under
this baseline. Then, we consider the following two sets of objectives of the policymaker:
(1) achieve a combined market size of 0.2 GW (or 0.4 GW) for domestic firms, and (2)
achieve a combined market share of 20% (or 40%) for domestic firms. The first objective
simulates a scenario where the policymaker wishes to expand the quantity of modules
supplied by domestic firms, while the second objective corresponds to a scenario where
the policymaker wishes to reduce dependence on imported modules. For each objective,
we compute the tariff and subsidy level that would allow domestic firms to achieve the
desired market size or share. Then, we estimate the various welfare components associ-
ated with the required level of tariff and subsidy. These components include fiscal costs
(or revenues), profits of domestic upstream suppliers, profits of downstream develop-
ers, and the consumer surplus of the power distribution companies who purchase solar
power. For each objective and each policy instrument, we compare these welfare esti-
mates with the estimates from the baseline regime of no intervention. Finally, to under-
stand the role of market power in our welfare calculations, we treat the upstream market
as a duopoly consisting of a foreign firm and a domestic firm, and repeat all of the above.

Our results suggest that subsidies are much cheaper than import tariffs and that the
presence of market power makes subsidies all the more attractive. Expanding the output
of the domestic solar module sector to 0.2 GW using just import tariffs results in a welfare
loss of 46% relative to baseline, while doing so using production subsidies reduces welfare
by less than 1%. Similarly, expanding domestic market share to 20% using import tariffs
results in a welfare loss of 22% while doing so with subsidies reduces welfare by less than
0.7%. If we treat the upstream market as a duopoly consisting of a representative foreign
firm and a representative domestic firm, we find that subsidies are welfare enhancing,
while import tariffs continue to impose severe welfare costs relative to baseline.

It is important to highlight that the analysis in this paper has several important lim-
itations. First, even for temporary interventions, the associated costs and benefits might
take years, if not decades, to be realized. One needs long-run data which capture the
full trajectory of all relevant sectors to calculate total costs and benefits (see Head, 1994;
Irwin, 2000a; Hansen et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2015). While we capture the short-run
components of welfare we abstract away from long-run or dynamic considerations such
as learning by doing, declining barriers to entry, or reputation (see Schmalensee, 1982)
which provide additional incentives for offering industrial protection. Second, it is diffi-
cult to fully capture the spillover effects. Subsidies benefit not only the targeted industry
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but also the full network of upstream and downstream industries. Similarly, tariffs may
benefit input suppliers of the protected domestic industry and at the same time, hurt the
downstream buyers. In addition, an expansion in the targeted sector might impose costs
on other sectors a la Dixit and Grossman (1986). We capture the effect on downstream
firms and consumers, but do not incorporate effects upstream or in adjacent industries.
Third, there is no easy way to compute the value of strategic benefits gained from reduc-
ing reliance on foreign producers. Industrial protection measures which might appear to
be very costly in a myopic sense might help improve the international bargaining power
of a country resulting in long-run political and economic benefits. Finally, despite our
focus on solar energy, we do not consider environmental costs or benefits associated with
changes in the size of this sector.

Related literature. Our work adds to the large literature evaluating the impact of in-
dustrial policy interventions. The set of papers closest to our work focus on individual
sectors and use structural modeling techniques to estimate the costs and benefits of tariffs
and subsidies. These include Irwin (2000b) and Irwin (2000a) which study the impact of
tariffs on the US pig iron industry and the US tin industry, respectively. Baldwin and
Krugman (1988a) measure the extent and welfare impact of European subsidies to Air-
bus. In a similar vein, Baldwin and Krugman (1988b) study the effect of the tacit “buy
domestic” policy of Japanese firms on the Japanese RAM industry. They find that while
the protection was crucial for the development of the domestic industry, the net welfare
effects were negative. Head (1994) looks at the impact of steel rail tariffs on welfare and
finds a small positive effect. Kalouptsidi (2018) estimates a model of the global shipbuild-
ing industry to measure Chinese subsidies to the industry, and finds that these subsidies
reallocated production to China, with no significant gains in consumer surplus. Barwick
et al. (2021) evaluate a suite of policies aimed at developing the Chinese shipbuilding
industry and find production subsidies to be the most cost-effective means of achieving
output targets.

There’s also a large literature that evaluates the effects of industrial policy using re-
duced form methods. This work tries to address the endogeneity of typical policy in-
terventions, exploiting natural experiments for identification. Juhász (2018) looks at the
French cotton spinning industry which was protected from British competition due to
Napoleon blockades. Temporary protection increased adoption of mechanized cotton
spinning technology, and the effect persisted even after the protection was lifted. Pro-
tection also increased industrial output in the long run. Lane (2021) studies the Korean
industrial policy directed towards heavy chemical and industry (HCI). Similar to Juhász
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(2018), the policy increased the size of domestic industry which persisted even after the
policy was withdrawn. A string of papers also analyze place-based subsidies given
to firms in Italy and the UK, and find largely positive effects on employment, invest-
ment, and innovation. These include Bronzini and Piselli (2016), Cerqua and Pellegrini
(2014), Cerqua and Pellegrini (2017), Pellegrini and Muccigrosso (2017) and Criscuolo et
al. (2019).

We also contribute to the literature measuring the welfare costs of trade policy. Follow-
ing the US-China trade war of 2018, there has been a renewed interest in measuring costs
of trade policy. Fajgelbaum et al. (2020) estimate that even after accounting for domestic
producer surplus and government tariff revenue, the trade war cost US $7.2 billion in the
short run. Amiti et al. (2019) also estimate a similar number. Cavallo et al. (2021) find that
tariff costs were largely borne by US importers and absorbed by retailers. Thus, while US
consumers did not suffer welfare losses, retail margins fell. Flaaen et al. (2020) zoom in on
the US washing machine industry and find a complete pass-through of 2018 import tariffs
to US consumers. They find that these tariffs increased consumer costs by $1.5B annually
compared to $82 million collected in tariff revenue. Other recent papers include Irwin
(2019) which estimates a high pass through of early twentieth century tariffs on imported
sugar to prices faced by consumers. Finally, a large body of literature measures welfare
effects of import tariffs by linking it to domestic firm productivity (Amiti and Konings,
2007; Topalova and Khandelwal, 2011; Edmond et al., 2015), quality of domestic products
(Amiti and Khandelwal, 2013), and availability of new products (Goldberg et al., 2010).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an
overview of the solar sector in India and provide key institutional details relevant for our
structural model. Section 3 lays out our data sources and presents preliminary evidence
on the impact of module prices on module demand and solar power rates. We describe
our structural model in Section 4, and present our estimation strategy and estimates in
Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss results from the aforementioned counterfactual scenar-
ios computed using the estimated parameters. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2 The Indian utility-scale solar sector

Since 2010, India has embarked on an ambitious plan to rapidly develop and deploy
utility-scale solar plants in the country (see Figure 1a). Less than a decade ago, the total
installed solar photovoltaic (PV) capacity in India was under 200 megawatts (MW). At
present, the total installed capacity is over 35 gigawatts (GW) with another 52 GW in
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pipeline. Two major factors have contributed to this massive expansion. First, rapid
advancements in solar photovoltaic (PV) technology have reduced dramatically the costs
of solar cells and modules (see Figure 1b). Second, India has made a concerted effort to
expand utility-scale solar capacity. As part of its National Action Plan for Climate Change
(NAPCC), in 2010, the Government of India launched the National Solar Mission (NSM)
which set an initial target of deploying 20 GW of solar capacity by 2022. Halfway through
the decade, this was revised upwards to a target of 100 GW of solar capacity by 2022, 60
GW of which is to be deployed through utility-scale solar projects4.

The term utility-scale is used to indicate the scale of each solar plant (> 1 MW) and the
intended end-use — solar power generated through these plants is fed into the electricity
transmission grid operated by various state-run power distribution companies. Electric-
ity from other sources such as hydroelectric, coal, wind etc. is also fed into the same
grid and then supplied to agricultural, industrial, and residential consumers. For the
purposes of this paper, we treat power distribution companies as the end users of solar
power. As explained in Section 4, we model them as price sensitive “consumers” and
compute consumer surplus statistics with respect to their utility function. The bulk of our
analysis focuses on two vertically-linked industries which are crucial to the utility-scale
solar sector. In the downstream industry, solar plant developers build and operate solar
plants, while in the upstream industry, firms manufacture solar modules which are the
main input for solar power plants. In the remainder of this section, we describe these two
industries in more detail.

2.1 The downstream industry: solar plants

The downstream industry comprises of solar power plants, or projects, which generate
electricity that is eventually sold to power distribution companies. To incentivize large
upfront investments in the construction of these plants, power distribution companies
sign long-term power purchase agreements (PPA), usually 25 years, which guarantee
long-run revenues for the solar plant developers. These power purchase agreements can
be bilaterally negotiated, or, as in most cases, be awarded through an auction process.
In these auctions, participants bid on the rate at which they would sell electricity for the
duration of the PPA. The government can then award PPAs to the lowest-cost providers.

Over the years, India has experimented with multiple auction formats to award these

4Solar power capacity can be achieved through utility-scale solar projects or through rooftop solar
projects. Under the new target of the NSM, 40 GW of solar capacity is to be deployed via rooftop solar
projects.
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Figure 2: Downstream Auction Game Timeline

Stage 0

Auction Announcement

Stage 1
Entry and Quantity Decision

Stage 2
Reverse English Auction

Auction a announced
with total open capacity
Qa

Participating firm i sub-
mits sealed quantity and
price bid (qia, b0

ia)

Shortlisted firms participate in an on-
line English auction in price (with
quantity fixed). Final bids (qia, bia) and
capacity allocations observed

Notes. This figure shows the timeline of the auction game. In Stage 0 the auction is announced.
Firms make their participation and quantity decision in Stage 1. The auction is conducted in
Stage 2.

power purchase agreements. In early years, it relied on single-stage sealed bid auctions.
It has also experimented with auctions where the price of electricity is nominally fixed
and firms instead bid on capital subsidy they require from the government to build these
solar plants. However, in recent years, the most frequently used auction format has been
a two-stage multi-unit English auction. We describe this auction game in detail below.

Suppose the government wants to develop a solar plant of capacity Qa (say, 1 GW). As
such, it will broadcast a call for applications, formally known as a Request for Selection
(RFS). As shown in Figure 2, in the first-stage of the auction, developers submit a sealed
bid containing a quantity bid (say, 200 MW) and a price bid (say, INR 4/kWh). In this
example, the bidder is proposing to erect a solar plant of capacity 200 MW and sell the
electricity generated by it at a rate of INR 4 per kilowatt-hour. Based on some basic fi-
nancial and techno-commercial criteria5, as well as the first-stage sealed bids, a subset of
initial respondents are invited to participate in the second-stage of the auction6.

The second-stage of the process is an English auction conducted online. Starting at the
initial sealed bid, bidders are allowed to adjust their price bids downwards while holding
quantity bids fixed. At all times, the bids (but not the identities) of all other participants
are visible to everyone. The auction ends when no player adjusts their bids for a pre-
specified duration of time (say, 8 minutes). Capacity allocations are made in the order of
increasing price bids until the initial target Qa is met.

In Figure 3, we plot the (weighted) winning bids in these auctions over time. The

5This is just to ensure that the bidder would be able to build and operate a plant of the proposed size.
6In our data, we do not observe the initial price bid nor do we see the full set of initial respondents.

For each auction, we only observe the set of participants invited to the second-stage of the auction process
and their final price and quantity bids. As such, in our model and estimation, we disregard the first-stage
selection process.
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Figure 3: (Weighted) Winning Bids

Notes. In the above figure, each dot represents a distinct multi-unit discriminatory price English auction.
The height of each dot is the quantity-weighted winning price bid in that auction. The dashed line shows
these weighted winning prices at a monthly level.

dramatic decline in these winning bids is reminiscent of the fall in solar module prices
over the same period and hints at the potential significance of this input for the solar
plant industry. We formally test for the effect of solar module prices on auction bids in
Section 3 and find that it has a large and significant impact on these bids. In the next
subsection, we discuss the characteristics of the solar module industry.

2.2 The upstream industry: solar modules

A solar module, also known as a panel, is a collection of solar photovoltaic (PV) cells
which convert sunlight to electricity. These panels are marketed in terms of watts (W) per
piece and serve as the main input for the downstream solar power plants. For instance, a
100 MW solar plant would require 400,000 pieces of 250 W solar modules. At a conserva-
tive price of $100 a piece, that equals an investment of over $40 million in solar modules
alone.

Despite the large demand generated for these modules by the downstream industry,
domestic solar module manufacturing has failed to take off. Globally, and in India, so-
lar modules from China dominate this industry. In the first half of the past decade, the
market share of Chinese solar modules in the utility-scale solar sector in India was ap-
proximately 100%. While there has been an uptick in domestic manufacturing in recent
years, Chinese solar modules still command a majority share in the market. Industry
experts point to several reasons behind China’s relative dominance in the industry in-
cluding availability of cheap credit, free land, manufacturing subsidies by the Chinese
government, and the presence of an “ecosystem” that makes it easier to procure raw ma-
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Figure 4: Impact of safeguard duties against China and Malaysia

(a) Import value (billion USD) (b) Share of total imports

Notes. This figure plots monthly imports of products categorized under HS code 854140 into India as
recorded under UN Comtrade Database. In the right panel, share of imports are calculated using value
of imports recorded in US dollars; ROW refers to value of all imports excluding China and Malaysia.

terials such as cells, wafers, and poly silicon.

Over the years, the Indian government has also tried to support the domestic module
manufacturing industry through two avenues — Domestic Content Requirement (DCR)
auctions and Modified Special Incentive Package (MSIP) Scheme. The former is a class
of auctions where the winners must procure their solar modules from domestic man-
ufacturers, while the latter is a set of investment incentives to support manufacturing
industries7. The impact of these policies on domestic solar module production is unclear
and not investigated in this paper. Instead, we focus on two big steps taken by the Indian
government in recent years to protect the domestic solar module industry. These include
(1) import tariffs and (2) production subsidies.

The Indian government first introduced safeguard tariffs against Chinese and Malaysian
modules in August 2018. The initial import duty was set at 25% for one year, and then
reduced by 5 percentage points every six months until July 2020. At present, the import
duty is around 15% but India has already announced plans to levy a customs duty of 40%
on solar modules and 25% on solar cells from April 2022 onwards. The new tariffs will
apply uniformly to imports from all countries. We show the impact of the initial safe-
guard tariffs in Figure 4. Tariffs affected the composition of imports into the country. The
value of imports from Malaysia essentially dropped to zero and there was a small dip in

7Conversations with industry experts suggest that take-up of the MSIP scheme, announced in 2012, has
been very low.
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the imports from China; while imports from the rest of the world picked up. However,
imports from China continued to make up a large share of total imports into India.

In 2020, the Indian government also announced plans to subsidize manufacturing in
the domestic solar module industry. As part of a broader push to boost manufacturing
in 13 key sectors, the government has pledged $25 billion under Production Linked In-
centive (PLI) Schemes. Of this, approximately $600 million has been earmarked to incen-
tivize production in the solar PV module industry. The PLI scheme is quantity-based i.e.
firms will receive subsidy per unit of module produced. The subsidy would be offered
to pre-approved plants for a period of five years, and depending on module efficiency
and temperature, can range from INR 2.25 to INR 3.75 per watt. Using BNEF world spot
prices in early 2020 as a benchmark (see Figure 1b), this corresponds to a subsidy rate of
15-25%.

3 Data and exploratory evidence

3.1 Data

We rely on three main sources of data for our estimation. These include data on (1)
government-run auctions, (2) solar plants/projects, and (3) imports of solar modules.

The auctions dataset contains auction-level data on the universe of solar auctions held
in India. We obtained this dataset from a market research firm, Bridge to India, which
aggregates these data from various official and private sources. For each auction, we
observe its characteristics such as total open capacity, whether DCR or not, offtaker i.e.
the power distribution company that would commit to purchase electricity, and various
dates associated with the auction such as announcement date, bid submission date, and
results date. Each auction is also linked to detailed bid-level data which includes the price
and quantity bids of all bidders, along with the associated outcome of their bid.

We restrict the auctions dataset to those that were held as two-stage multi-unit dis-
criminatory price English auctions8. This left us with 63 auctions with over 100 unique
bidders. At first glance, this may appear as a highly competitive market but out of these
100+ developers, around 70 have participated in only one auction, and just 20 firms make
up close to 85% of total capacity won in auctions.

8Some auctions involved simultaneous bids on multiple tenders which were not disaggregated by our
data provider. As such, we observe the same bidder submitting multiple bids for the same RFS. We exclude
these auctions too.
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Figure 5: (Smoothed) Quarterly Market Shares

Notes. This figure uses data on project-level module suppliers to plot market shares of foreign and domestic
module manufacturers. For each project, the total project capacity is evenly split over the three months prior
to its commissioning and assigned to its supplier. Aggregating over all projects yields a smooth monthly
series on sales by each module manufacturer. The above figure plots quarterly market shares derived from
this smooth monthly series.

The winning quantity-weighted bids for these auctions are shown in Figure 3. This
chart excludes single-stage sealed bid auctions held before 2016 which delivered winning
bids as high as INR 12 per kWh. The dramatic decline in winning bids evident in the
data is strongly correlated with the fall in module prices over the same period. This
relationship between module prices and winning bids is the main motivation behind this
paper.

The projects database is also compiled and provided to us by Bridge to India. It in-
cludes solar project-level data on the status of all solar projects in India, including those
developed without a formal auction process. The key variables of interest for us are the (1)
commissioning date of a project and (2) the identity of the solar module supplier. Using
data on 1,970 projects totaling 45 GW in solar capacity for which the identity of the solar
module supplier is available, we construct supplier-level market shares in the upstream
industry.

It takes about 12-18 months to build a solar plant, and our conversations with industry
experts suggest that solar modules are one of the last items to be deployed in a solar plant.
We use this feature of the industry to construct a smooth time series for firm-level market
shares. For each project, we divide the total project capacity equally over the three months
prior to its commissioning. Aggregating over all projects supplied by a given supplier
yields a smooth monthly series on sales by each module manufacturer. We aggregate
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Figure 6: Monthly imported module price per watt

Notes. This figure plots monthly module prices obtained from transaction-level imports data. The solid
blue line is the pre-tariff price per watt of imported solar modules, while the dashed blue line is the effective
price inclusive of duty that is faced by Indian importers. In solid black, we show the BNEF world spot price
index for reference. The correlation coefficient between our manually constructed price series in solid blue
and the BNEF price index is 0.96.

these monthly series by quarter, and present the market shares of foreign and domestic
firms in Figure 5. Domestic market share is stable at around 10% before the import duty
starts, and gradually increases after the duty starts.

Finally, the imports database records transaction-level data between 2014 and 2020
on imports of products categorized under HS code 85419. We manually clean text fields
describing the product being imported to construct a monthly price per watt series for
imported modules. This involved identifying the peak-wattage of each product being
imported (e.g. 250 W) and the number of panels being imported, and then dividing total
value of the shipment by the total imported watts. As a robustness check, we plot our
constructed measure of imported module prices against the spot prices recorded under
the BNEF Price Index in Figure 6.

3.2 Exploratory evidence

Policy interventions such as import tariffs and production subsidies would change the
price of solar modules faced by downstream solar plant developers. If the price bids
in downstream auctions are very sensitive to solar module prices, these interventions

9HS Code 8541 is defined as "Diodes, transistors and similar semiconductor devices; photosensitive
semiconductor devices, incl. photovoltaic cells whether or not assembled in modules or made up into
panels (excluding photovoltaic generators); light emitting diodes; mounted piezoelectric crystals; parts
thereof".
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Table 1: Effect of module prices on auction bids

(1) (2) (3)
All bids All bids Winning bids

Module import price 0.10∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Post-August 2018 0.82∗∗∗ 0.96∗∗∗

(0.21) (0.19)

R2 0.71 0.79 0.71
N 312 312 152

Notes. This table contains the results from regressing price bids on imported module prices per watt before
import tariffs are applied. Post-August 2018 is a dummy indicating the period in which solar modules were
subject to import tariffs. Standard errors are clustered at the auction-level and given in parentheses.

would also affect the solar electricity prices as well as the demand for solar power in the
country. While our structural model will capture these relationships, in this section, we
provide suggestive evidence for reduced-form relationships between (1) module prices
and auction bids, and (2) module prices and demand for modules.

To test for the sensitivity of auction bids to module prices, we regress firm-level price
bids on the prevailing import price per watt of modules in the month in which the bids
were submitted. We also include a dummy variable to capture the post-import tariffs
regime starting August 2018. In all specifications in Table 1, the coefficient on mod-
ule price remains positive and significant, highlighting a strong pass-through of module
prices to equilibrium bids. Our estimate from column (3) suggests that a 1 INR increase
in module price is associated with a 0.14 INR increase in price per kilowatt-hour (kWh)
of a winning bid.

While this number may seem small, recall that power purchase agreements (PPA) are
signed for 25 years. We can use a back-of-the-envelope calculation to gauge the economic
significance of the point estimate. For a 100 MW plant, an increase of 0.14 INR per kWh
corresponds to an additional payment of INR 360 million in net present value terms10.
If there is no substitution to domestic module suppliers, the government raises INR 100
million in import duties. Thus, for each rupee raised by the government, the power dis-
tribution companies pay 3.6 times more in electricity prices.

Next, we investigate the sensitivity of module demand to module prices. For this, we

10The additional payment is calculated as ∑25
τ=1(1 + r)1−τ × c.u. f × 0.14 × 100 × 103 × 365 × 24 =

362, 981, 086. In the expression above, we set r = 5% and c.u. f . = 0.2, which is a constant that captures
the capacity utilization rate of solar plants.
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Table 2: Effect of module prices on demand for solar modules

(1) (2) (3)
First Stage 2SLS (Imports) 2SLS (Projects)

Polysilicon USD/kg 0.631∗∗∗

(0.030)
India effective import price -2.972∗∗∗ -2.221∗∗∗

(0.472) (0.534)

Observations 75 75 75
R2 0.627 0.473 0.389
F stat. 434 40 17

Notes. This table shows the price elasticity of demand obtained from a Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) re-
gression of quantity on effective import price of modules, using price of polysilicon as an instrument. Col-
umn (2) uses quantity of imports into India as the dependent variable, while column (3) uses the (smooth)
monthly solar module consumption derived from the projects data.

rely on two data sources. First, we look at monthly imports into India as recorded in
the imports data. Second, we use the smooth monthly module consumption series con-
structed using projects data. For each data source, we calculate quantity as total watts
imported (or deployed as in the projects data) in a given month. Our price variable of in-
terest is the post-tariff effective import price per watt of modules derived from the imports
data. We instrument this price using spot prices for polysilicon, which is a key input used
in the production of solar modules. Our estimates from a Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS)
procedure suggest a highly elastic demand for solar modules. Both quantity variables
outlined above deliver an elasticity between -2.2 and -3. We present these estimates and
the associated first-stage estimates in Table 2.

In our setting, lower module prices lead to higher demand for solar modules through
an increase in auction activity by various state and central agencies including power dis-
tribution companies. When module prices fall, price bids in solar auctions also fall. This
lowers the cost of solar energy to government-run power distribution companies who
may respond by organizing more auctions or auctions with larger open capacities, thus
leading to higher demand for solar modules. Indeed, in our data, auctions with much
larger open capacities were organized in the latter half of the past decade when module
prices were much lower relative to the first half.
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4 Model

In this section we outline the structural model. We use this model to compute the market
equilibrium and the associated welfare statistics under different policy regimes.

4.1 Upstream Industry Model

Firms in the upstream industry manufacture and supply solar modules. There are two
kinds of producers, home and foreign. Marginal cost of production, for firm j in period
t is given by cjt. The effective market price per watt (inclusive of import duties) for a
solar module in time period t is Pt, and total demand from downstream developers is
denoted by Qt. Government can impose ad-valorem tariffs τh and τf on home and foreign
producers, where a subsidy is treated as a negative tariff. Module manufacturers play a
Cournot game, maximizing their static profits while taking demand and actions of other
manufacturers as given. The objective function of a manufacturer j facing a tariff of τj is
given by

max
qjt

πjt(qjt) = max
qjt

(1 − τjt)Pt(Qt)qjt − cjtqjt. (1)

Furthermore, we assume that the demand function is isoelastic with constant price
elasticity α. That is, downstream demand for solar modules has the form

Qt = µPα
t

We interpret this elasticity as the composite elasticity of two structural objects — the sen-
sitivity of power distribution companies’ demand for solar power to winning solar bids,
and the sensitivity of winning bids to the price of solar modules. Formally,

α =
∂Qt

∂bt
· ∂bt

∂Pt

where bt is the weighted winning bid from a solar auction. Using our model for the
downstream industry, we can compute ∂bt

∂Pt
. Then, using an estimate for α, the first term,

∂Qt
∂bt

can be recovered and used to calculate consumer surplus statistics.

4.2 Downstream Industry Model

Firms in the downstream industry participate in auctions and develop utility-scale so-
lar plants. We develop a static model of downstream industry and abstract away from
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dynamic considerations11.

In the auction game, the auctioneer announces an auction a in time period t, with
an open capacity Qat. There are two stages to the game after the announcement. In the
first stage firms decide whether to participate or not. They also decide the size of the
solar plant that they want to build, subject to an upper bound of Qat. We call this the
participation stage. In the second stage the set of entering firms take part in a reverse
English auction12.

4.2.1 Stage 1: Participation Stage

In the first stage firms decide whether to enter or not. Entry entails an entry cost κ. Before
entry, firms observe a vector of state variables siat = {sat,ηiat}, where sat is a common
state vector observed by all the firms in the industry and ηiat is private information. sat

consists of input prices, import duties and production subsidies, and the announced auc-
tion capacity Qat. ηiat = {η0

iat, η1
iat} are the idiosyncratic entry cost shocks. Firm i receives

an entry cost shock of η1
iat if it enters and η0

iat if it stays out.

In addition to the entry decision the firm also decides the quantity bid qiat. Quantity
is chosen to maximize expected profits from entry. The participation stage problem can
be written as,

max
eiat∈{1,0}

(1 − eiat) · η0
iat + eiat · g(q∗iat, siat)

where eiat ∈ {0, 1} is the participation decision and g(q∗iat, siat) is the benefit from entry,
net of costs. It is defined as

g(q∗iat, siat) = max
qiat

g(qiat, siat)

= max
qiat

E πiat(qiat, sat)− κ + η1
iat.

E πiat(qiat, sat) is the expected profits for firm i from auction a conditional on entry with
a quantity bid qiat.

11There are multiple dynamic aspects of the industry that we abstract away from. Firms when bidding
may take into consideration the effect of winning an auction on construction costs for future auctions due
to either learning by doing (which reduces costs) or capacity constraints (which increases costs). Further,
the payoff from winning an auction in our model is the NPV of expected profits flow from the project. In
reality operating projects over a long horizon will add additional complexities.

12Firms that choose to participate in the first stage may not be selected to take part in the second stage
depending on their initial tariff bid. Further, the initial tariff bid constrains the second stage bids. As we do
not observe the firms which are not selected and the first stage bids, we do not model that part.
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4.2.2 Stage 2: Auction Stage

The auction is organized as a reverse English auction. The auction takes place online
where the participants can see the current tariff bids and the quantity bids of all the other
players.

The tariff bid biat is the price at which the firm, if selected, will supply electricity to
the grid for the next 25 years. Thus, winning the auction is associated with a revenue
stream over the next 25 years. We compute the payoff from winning 1 watt capacity in
the auction by calculating the net present value of the revenue stream as follows,

NPV(biat) =
25

∑
τ=1

(1 + r)1−τ × biat × c.u. f . × 24 × 365 (2)

where r is the interest rate and c.u. f is the capacity utilization factor which adjusts for
the fact that a solar plant does not generate electricity all hours of the day. We set r to be
0.1 and the c.u.f. to be 0.2. Given the monotonic relationship between biat and NPV(biat),
we can redefine the auction where participants submit NPViat bids. A lower NPViat bid
means that the firm requires a lower revenue stream and therefore is more attractive to
the auctioneer.

We impose a button press auction model on our data. A button press auction starts at a
high bid level with all the participants willing to supply solar energy at the high bid. The
bid level falls over time and participants can opt out at any point of time. Participants will
opt out when the current bid is not enough to cover the cost of construction. The auction
ends when the set of remaining participants are just sufficient to build the desired capacity
Qat. Under the model it is a dominant strategy for a firm to drop out when the benefit
from staying in is equal to the cost of building the plant.

Proposition 1. In a button press auction model, it is a dominant strategy for a firm to exit when
the announced NPV is equal to the cost of constructing the plant.

We parameterize the per unit cost function for a solar plant to depend on prevailing
module prices as well as a private firm-specific unobserved cost shock, ϵiat. We assume
that the private cost shock is only realized for auction participants. The cost per-watt is
given by

Ciat = βModule Price Per Wattt + ϵiat, ϵiat ∼ N (0, σ2). (3)
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Combining Equation (2) and Equation (3), profit from a solar plant of capacity qiat is,

πiat(qiat, biat; sat, β, σ) = qiat · (NPViat − Ciat) .

where β, σ are the second stage parameters to be estimated.

4.3 Equilibrium and Timing

The timing and equilibrium of the model are as follows. At the start of time period t, the
government announces the set of tariffs on foreign and domestic upstream firms.

Upstream firm j takes the tariff it faces τjt, the demand elasticity α, and actions of
other producers −j as given and chooses quantity qjt to maximize profits. Total quantity
determines the price Pt of solar modules. After observing the market price, the auctioneer,
announces an auction with capacity Qat. In equilibrium, Qat = ∑j qjt.

In the downstream market, developers observe prices Pt and quantity Qat and make
entry and quantity decisions. The set of developers that enter draw cost shocks from
N (0, σ2) and participate in the auction. As entry of other developers and cost-shock
draws are unknown at the time of entry, developers form expectations on realized profits.
The entry and quantity decisions are optimal given the expectations and the expectations
are correct in equilibrium.

5 Estimation and Results

5.1 Upstream Industry Model

Given our Cournot assumption for the upstream industry, recovering firm-level marginal
costs is straightforward. The upstream firms take the demand function and the associated
price elasticity of demand, α, as given and choose quantity to maximize their profits. The
FOC for firm j is given by,

(1 − τjt)Pt

(
1 +

msjt

α

)
= cjt,

where msjt is the market share for firm j and cjt is the constant marginal cost of production
for firm j. We take price elasticity of module demand, α, from column (3) of Table 2.
Market shares are calculated using the projects database. With α and msjt, the FOC allows
us to back out marginal costs cjt for all firms j.
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Figure 7: Estimated Marginal Costs

Notes. The above figure plots the marginal costs of solar module producers backed out using the Cournot
model. Black bars the marginal costs of domestic firms, while gray bars represent the marginal costs of
foreign firms. Vertical line represents the market price in 2019 Q4. All values are measured in INR per watt.

For our baseline and counterfactual exercises, we take market shares in the fourth
quarter of 2019 as representative and estimate marginal costs for firms active in this quar-
ter. Our estimates of marginal costs can be found in Figure 7.

5.2 Downstream Industry Model

We estimate the downstream parameters in three steps. In the first step we estimate the
parameters governing the cost function (β, σ), in the second step we estimate the expected
profits from participation, and in the final step we estimate the entry cost parameters.

5.2.1 Step 1: Cost Parameters

We use the observed auction bids to back out the underlying cost parameters, β and σ. β

is the coefficient on module price in the cost specification and σ is the standard deviation
of firm-level idiosyncratic cost shocks.

Given Proposition 1, the observed NPV bid of a losing firm will be equal to its cost per
watt of building the solar plant. However, we cannot directly estimate the cost function
(3) using losing bids as it is not a random sample. In particular, firms with a higher draw
of cost shock (ϵ) are more likely to end up in the set of losing firms.

We use order statistics to take the selection problem into account during estimation.
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Consider a guess of parameters (βg, σg). For firm i in auction a the cost shock under the
parameter guess is given by ϵg = NPV(biat)− βgModule Pricet. Let the firm i’s bid be at
rank j out of n total bids in the auction. Then the cost shock realization will also follow
the same order, and the likelihood will be equal to the likelihood of jth order statistic out
of n draws from F ∼ N (0, (σg)2). This likelihood is given by,

n f (ϵ)
(

n − 1
k − 1

)
F(ϵ)j−1(1 − F(ϵ))n−j.

Therefore, for a guess of parameters (βg, σg), we can compute the likelihood of the data.
We search over the parameter values to maximize the likelihood. The estimated parame-
ters and bootstrapped standard errors are given in Table 3.

5.2.2 Step 2: Expected Profits

Next, we estimate the expected profits from entry, E πiat(qiat, sat). The profits depend on
the set of firms that choose to participate and the cost shocks of all the participants. As
analytical characterization of E πiat(qiat, sat) is hard we rely on a simulation estimator. To
simulate auction play we need firm policy functions associated with the decision to enter
and the amount of quantity bid. We estimate these policy functions empirically using
observed entry and quantity decisions. To estimate the entry probability function we use
a Probit model regressing the observed entry choice on the vector of state variables and
year dummies. We estimate the quantity policy function using a linear model, regressing
observed quantity bids on the vector of state variables and year dummies. We limit the
predicted quantity to the total auction capacity Qat.

Across simulations, the variation in outcomes will be driven by variation in set of firms
entering (due to different draws of ηiat) and variation in cost shock realizations. We run a
simulation as follows. We draw the set of firms from the set {N\i} using our estimated
entry probability functions. Firm i enters with probability 1. Next, we use our estimated
quantity policy function to draw quantity bids for all the firms. Finally, we draw the
cost shocks from the distribution N (0, σ̂2). The cost shocks, along with β̂, determine the
cost to each firm for building capacity qiat. In line with our button press auction model
assumption, the lowest cost bidders are allocated capacity until open capacity Qat is filled,
and the price paid is the lowest bid (cost) amongst the set of losers. If firm i is amongst
the set of winners then the profits are the difference between its cost realization and the
highest winning bid. If not, firm i earns a profit of 0. We average across 2000 auction
plays to compute E πiat(qiat, sat).
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Table 3: Downstream cost function parameters

(1) (2) (3)
Estimate Standard error 95% Confidence interval

Constant -18.81 7.85 [-34.99, -6.40]
Module (effective) import price 2.80 0.30 [2.32, 3.44]
Variance of cost shock, σ2 13.49 2.48 [8.66, 17.89]
Entry cost, κ 5.63 1.02 [3.65, 7.58]

Notes. This table presents the estimates of parameters governing the cost structure of the downstream in-
dustry. Module (effective) import price is the price of modules, inclusive of duties, faced by downstream
firms. σ2 is the variance of the firm-specific unobserved cost shock that enters the cost function of down-
stream developers. κ is the entry cost paid by downstream developers to enter solar auctions. Standard
errors are calculated using 500 bootstraps in which we draw auctions with replacement.

5.2.3 Step 3: Entry Costs

In the final step we estimate the auction entry cost κ. We assume that the entry cost shock
parameters {η1

iat, η0
iat} are drawn from a T1EV distribution. Then the ex-ante probability

of entry for firm i in auction a is,

Pr(eiat = 1|sat) =
exp(E πiat(qiat, sat)− κ)

1 + exp(E πiat(qiat, sat)− κ)
. (4)

The empirical entry policy function, Pr(eiat = 1|sat), is estimated while computing ex-
pected profits, E πiat(qiat, sat), as discussed under Step 2. With these two components in
hand, we can recover κ as the value that minimizes the difference between LHS and RHS
of 4. We estimate κ to be 5.63 as shown in Table 3.

5.3 Estimating Demand for Solar Power

The downstream industry generates electricity that is purchased by power distribution
companies. In essence, this demand for solar power by power distribution companies
is what generates the demand for solar modules upstream. If equilibrium solar power
prices, determined by auctions, are high, power distribution companies may demand
less solar power, and hence fewer solar modules would be purchased. We use this rela-
tionship to recover the implicit price sensitivity of power distribution companies to the
equilibrium solar power prices.

Specifically, we first calculate how winning bids respond to module prices. We start
by taking observed module prices at the end of 2019 as given and then run the down-
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stream auction model to get the downstream solar power prices i.e. the winning NPV bid.
Next, we increase the upstream module price by 1% and rerun the downstream model to
compute the impact on downstream prices. This allows us to compute the elasticity of
downstream bids with respect to upstream module prices. We denote this by εbid.

Now, the price elasticity of power distribution companies with respect to winning
bids, denoted by εpower, can be recovered as follows

εpower =
α

εbid

where α is the price elasticity of modules with respect to module prices. We use this
derived elasticity, εpower, to compute changes in consumer surplus under different policy
regimes.

6 Counterfactuals

The welfare effects of either of the two policy interventions – tariffs or subsidies – can be
decomposed into four components. First, these interventions generate revenues for the gov-
ernment. Tariffs raise government revenues while subsidies generate negative revenues
since the government makes payments to domestic producers. Second, both of these in-
terventions increase the profitability of the upstream sector, by direct transfers in the case of
subsidies and through protection from foreign competitors in the case of tariffs. Third,
the policies affect profitability of downstream developers. Subsidies reduce input prices faced
by developers which increases their profits while tariffs raise prices which reduce profits.
Finally, the consumer surplus of power distribution companies goes down in the case of
tariffs, while it goes up in the case of subsidies.

Our baseline scenario is one in which the auctioneer conducts an auction with total
open capacity of 1 GW with both tariffs and subsidies set to zero13. We compare the
baseline equilibrium with two sets of counterfactuals. In the first set of counterfactuals,
the policymaker aims to expand the size of the domestic solar module sector. Specifically,
we consider two scenarios in which the total output of the domestic module producers
is expanded to 0.2 GW and 0.4 GW using appropriate levels of tariffs and subsidies. In
the second set of counterfactuals, the policymaker aims to expand the market share of the
domestic sector module sector to 20% and 40%. For each counterfactual, we find the level

13The results will be the same qualitatively if instead of a 1 GW auction we have an auction with higher
capacity or have multiple auctions.
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of tariffs and subsidies required to achieve the objective, and compute the equilibrium at
that level of tariff and subsidy. The auction size, originally set at 1 GW, will change under
tariffs and subsidies depending on price responses and elasticities. Then we compute the
four welfare components under tariffs and subsidies, and compare them with the welfare
components under the baseline.

Next we discuss how we compute each of the four components of welfare.

For each level of tariff and subsidy, we need to compute (a) the equilibrium market
price of solar modules implied by the upstream model, (b) the set of upstream firms that
will continue to supply positive quantities of solar modules, (c) the equilibrium capacity
offered in the downstream auction, and (d) the equilibrium winning bid in the down-
stream auction. This equilibrium quantities will allow us to compute all four components
of welfare described above.

We first focus on the upstream industry. At the observed import tariff in 2019 Q4,
all module producers find it profitable to supply positive quantities of modules. But at
different levels of tariffs and subsidies, some foreign and domestic firms may want to
stop producing. For our counterfactuals, to arrive at the set of firms that would continue
to supply modules, we follow an iterative procedure. For a given value of tariff or sub-
sidy, we rank firms in the order of increasing effective marginal costs, net of tariff/subsidy
level. Next, we compute the equilibrium price implied by the Cournot model where
only the lowest effective marginal cost producer produces. At this equilibrium price, if
it is profitable for the single firm to produce, we add the firm with the second lowest
effective marginal cost and repeat the exercise making sure that all operating firms have
non-negative profits. We keep on adding firms, going from lowest to highest effective
marginal cost, until adding one more firm makes it unprofitable to produce for at least
one firm. This process gives us the new equilibrium market price of solar modules as
well as the set of firms which can profitably produce at the given level of subsidies and
tariffs. All remaining firms are assigned a market share of zero.

Next, we estimate how the auction quantity changes under different levels of tariffs
and subsidies. In our baseline scenario, auction capacity is fixed at 1 GW and we know
the prevailing module price. Under counterfactual values of tariffs and subsidies, we can
recover the market price of solar modules implied by the Cournot model as described
above. Using the percent change in module prices, along with the module demand elas-
ticity α, we can compute the percent change in auction capacity offered. This yields the
new equilibrium capacity auctioned off.
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Table 4: Counterfactual Results

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Govt. Rev. Upstream Profits Auction Profits CS Total

Baseline 0.0 0.0 7.6 36.0 43.6

A. Upstream Domestic Size at 0.2 GW

With import tariff 0.9 0.2 4.6 17.8 23.5
With production subsidy -0.8 0.1 7.6 36.3 43.2

B. Upstream Domestic Size at 0.4 GW

With import tariff 0.0 0.5 3.5 12.7 16.8
With production subsidy -1.8 0.3 7.6 36.6 42.8

C. Upstream Domestic Share at 20%

With import tariff 1.7 0.0 6.1 26.4 34.2
With production subsidy -0.8 0.1 7.6 36.3 43.3

D. Upstream Domestic Share at 40%

With import tariff 1.1 0.1 4.7 18.6 24.6
With production subsidy -1.9 0.3 7.7 36.7 42.8

Notes. This table reports welfare statistics under different counterfactual scenarios starting with a baseline
scenario in which tariffs and subsidies are set to zero. In the baseline, the auctioneer conducts an auction
of total open capacity 1 GW. In the absence of import tariffs, the market share of domestic firms is zero as
their marginal costs are too high to operate with non-negative profits. In panels A through D, we present
welfare statistics for different potential objectives of the policymaker. For each objective, we estimate the
level of tariff or subsidy it would take to achieve it, and then compute the equilibrium at that level of tariff
or subsidy using our estimated structural parameters. Note that auction profits are just average sum of
profits of all winners computed using our simulation estimator; these exclude auction entry costs.

The estimated counterfactual auction capacity and the new equilibrium price of solar
modules can be used to compute the profits of all the domestic solar module producers.
Government revenues are also straightforward to compute. Under tariffs, for every unit
of output sold by foreign firms, the government receives τPt in tariff revenue. Under
subsidies, for every unit of output sold by domestic firms, the government pays τPt under
production subsidies.

To compute the equilibrium winning bid in the downstream auction, we use the sim-
ulation estimator outlined in Section 5. The size of the downstream auction and module
input price are set from the upstream equilibrium. All other variables are set at the base-
line level. Within a particular simulation we use the entry and quantity policy function
to draw the set of firms that will participate in the auction and their quantity choices.
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The firms then draw cost shocks from the estimated distribution. In line with the auction
model, capacity is sequentially allocated to the lowest cost bidders until auction capacity
is fulfilled. Auction price is the cost of the lowest cost loser. We run the simulation many
times, sum over profits of all winners in each auction and then average to get our estimate
of developers’ profits.

The final welfare component is the consumer surplus. This is estimated using the
elasticity εpower discussed in Section 5. Assuming a constant elasticity demand function,
we compute

CS = − bQ
1 + εpower

.

where b is the average winning bid in our simulated auctions.

Results. We present results from our main set of counterfactuals in Table 4. In each
of the panels A through D, we take the indicated objective of the policymaker as given,
and calculate the level of import tariff and production subsidy it would take to achieve
it. At these implied levels of tariff and subsidy, we compute the four components of
welfare described above. Under all objectives, we find both tariffs and subsidies to be
welfare-reducing, but find tariffs to be dramatically worse than subsidies. To achieve a
total combined output of 0.2 GW by domestic module producers using just import tariffs
leads to a decline of about 46% in total welfare relative to baseline, while doing so using
production subsidy only lowers welfare by less than 1%. Most of this decline in welfare
comes through the decline in consumer surplus of the “auctioneer” or the downstream
purchasers of solar energy. This difference in the loss of welfare under tariffs vs. subsi-
dies is even more pronounced when we consider the alternative objective of expanding
the output of the domestic upstream sector to 0.4 GW. Now, tariffs lead to a decline of
about 61% relative to a decline of less than 2% using production subsidies. The results
are qualitatively similar when we consider scenarios where the policymaker wishes to
expand the market share of domestic firms.

The drastic difference in the loss in welfare under tariffs and subsidies might also be
driven by the presence of market power in the upstream sector, which we explicitly ac-
count for in our structural model. Economic theory suggests that subsidies can correct for
the presence of market power distortions. To further investigate the role of this channel,
we consider a baseline scenario where the upstream sector is a duopoly consisting of a
representative foreign firm and a representative domestic firm. We aggregate the market
shares accordingly and recover the marginal costs of these two firms, as implied by the
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Table 5: Counterfactual Results Under a Duopoly

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Govt. Rev. Upstream Profits Auction Profits CS Total

Baseline 0.0 0.0 11.1 24.7 35.8

A. Upstream Domestic Size at 0.2 GW in a Duopoly

With import tariff 2.8 0.7 7.5 15.9 26.9
With production subsidy -0.7 0.3 12.1 27.2 38.9

B. Upstream Domestic Size at 20% in a Duopoly

With import tariff 2.8 0.3 9.2 20.5 32.7
With production subsidy -1.2 0.5 12.2 27.6 39.1

Notes. This table reports welfare statistics under different counterfactual scenarios starting with a hypothet-
ical baseline scenario in which the upstream sector is a duopoly and in which tariffs and subsidies are set to
zero. In this hypothetical duopoly, there is one representative foreign firm and one representative domestic
firm. We aggregate their market shares accordingly and re-derive marginal costs implied by the Cournot
model. As in our main counterfactuals, in the baseline, the auctioneer conducts an auction of total open
capacity 1 GW. In panels A and B, we present welfare statistics for two potential objectives of the policy-
maker. For each objective, we estimate the level of tariff or subsidy it would take to achieve it, and then
compute the equilibrium at that level of tariff or subsidy using our estimated structural parameters. Note
that auction profits are just average sum of profits of all winners computed using our simulation estimator;
these exclude auction entry costs.

Cournot model. Finally, we run the same counterfactuals as above and present the results
in Table 5. We continue to find large welfare losses under tariffs but find modest welfare
gains using production subsidies. The results suggest that appropriately accounting for
market power may be crucial when comparing outcomes from different policy interven-
tions.

7 Conclusion

A number of reasons including supply chain fragility, strategic importance, and infant
industry arguments may motivate policymakers to undertake steps to protect domestic
producers against foreign competitors. Standard theory models recommend production
subsidies as more cost-efficient than tariffs on foreign firms, yet tariffs remain very pop-
ular around the world and are implicitly favored over subsidies by WTO policies. Using
the Indian utility-scale solar sector as our empirical setting, in this paper, we quantify just
how much worse tariffs can be relative to production subsidies.

To answer our question, we develop and estimate a structural model of two vertically-
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linked industries in the Indian utility-scale solar sector. In the upstream industry, firms
produce solar modules or panels, while in the downstream industry, firms purchase these
solar modules and develop large utility-scale solar power plants. In recent years, the
Indian government has taken steps to protect the domestic upstream industry through
import tariffs on solar modules as well as production subsidies for domestic producers of
solar modules. Our structural model allows us to compare the welfare costs of these two
interventions in the upstream industry on the entire sector, and our findings show that
tariffs are significantly more welfare-reducing than subsidies.
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